
C A S E  S T U D Y
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The essential 
business continuity

https://sentia.dk


O R G A N I S AT I O N 
International bakery café chain 
employing 1,600+ employees.

I N D U S T R Y
Retail.

S E R V I C E S  A T  S E N T I A 
Operations, connectivity, support, 
security and consultancy.

Søren Israelsen 

Director of Finance

"My mind is at peace knowing that I chose 
the right provider. The feeling of personal 
service and the fact that we as a customer 
always can get help with issues major as well 
as minor, means that we feel that we are in 
good hands."

https://lagkagehuset.dk/


A new IT 
platform

The collaboration with Lagkagehuset 
started in the spring of 2012. To 
drive a franchise as Lagkagehuset is 
associated with a lot of 
missioncritical IT processes as 
business never stands still. When 
stores are closed, the production 
continues. That means downtime is 
equally critical at night as during the 
day - and that is why it is essential for 
Lagkagehuset to have access to 
Sentia support 24/7/365.



Simple and 
easy for 
new stores

The partnership between Sentia 
and Lagkagehuset has been 
expanded to Sentias provision 
of standardised solutions at new 
bakery store openings. It is 
essential for Lagkagehuset to 
easily add new cafées to the 
existing infrastructure fast 
where most often there is little 
time from decision
to opening of the new café.

With 65 stores and an annual growth 
of 30%, an agile and easy IT setup is 
important. Therefore, Lagkagehuset 
needs a flexible provider to deliver 
stable and secure solutions fast. The 
unique part of the new infrastructure, 
which Sentia has built in collaboration 
with Lagkagehuset, is the flexibility og 
adding new stores, simplifying the 
process considerably. One store with 
one internet connection and one 
phone is simple and accessible.



A proactive 
and competent 
provider
The personal relation and insight into 
the business of Lagkagehuset makes 
it easy to start up new projects. All parties 
know eachother and what expectations to 
fulfill. This saves both time and resources.

“I am very satisfied with the partnership. 

I feel that Sentia is proactive in their 

suggested solutions and on top their 

execution is razor-sharp and on time. 

I do not myself posses the highest IT 

knowledge, but trust in Sentias 

expertise.  My success criteria for a 

good week is that I don't hear from 

my IT department.  Then I can enjoy 

my weekend with peace of mind.”

“Sentia is a bit less formal partner that fits 

very well with our temper and size. They're 

big enough for our need but not so big that 

we fade in the crowd. We enjoy the flexibility 

which I must say is top class.”

- Søren Israelsen



A solution in 
safe hands

“I know that all companies deem 

their IT business critical, but i really 

feel this the case for us. Most 

fortunate, at Sentia I know that my 

solution is in safe hands.”

- Søren Israelsen



We lead the 
way, so you can 
lead, your way.

We are Sentia. We offer complete 
managed and secure cloud solutions.

Our teams of cloud experts design, 
build and manage cloud services and 
combine these with 24/7 operations 
and support to guarantee 
performance. 

We take extreme ownership of your 
infrastructure, applications and 
workplace to ensure your business is 
always on.

https://sentia.dk



